


• A deck of Squirmish cards (70 included)
• Six-sided dice (4 included)
• G         gly-eye hit counters (40 included)
• Chutzpah (not included)

TO PLAY YOU WILL NEED:

1. Shuffle the cards 
    and deal out six face 
    down to each player. 
    Stack the remaining cards 
    in a face down pile off to one side, 
    which will be the deck. Reveal the top card
    and place it next to the deck to s    and place it next to the deck to start the discard pile. 
2. Familiarize yourself with your cards.
    (See “Anatomy of a Squirmish Card” for details about each card.)
3. Give each player a die.
4. Place the hit counters in a pile off to one side.

SETUP:

Squirmish is a card game where beasts
and bullies battle to see who’s boss. 
It’s for 2-4 players, ages 10+ (NO BABIES!),
and takes 30 minutes or so to play.
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ANATOMY OF A SQUIRMISH CARD

1:  ATTACK!
2: Resolve any abilities.
3: Place a card (or move), if you wish.
4: Draw a card, if you wish.

SEQUENCE of PLAY



NOTES:
• Some aacks heal rather than doing damage. This is a sick game. 
• When alying modifiers to an aack, aition or subtraction modifiers are
  always alied before any multiplication or division modifiers.
• An aack result of “NO EFFECT” cancels all modifiers, including from a bale cry.
• REMEMBER! If you forget to declare an aack before rolling, the aack has no eect.

Cards can only aack adjacent cards (top, boom, left, or right) unle the card
says otherwise.
Then roll your die and read the eects in the basic aack at the top of your
card. Depending on the outcome, place hit counters on the aacked card to
record the amount of damage done (or, if it is a healing aack, remove them.)
IMPORTANT! The first time you aack with a card, if you say the "battle cry" at the 
boom of the card out loud in a silly voice, you earn  a boom of the card out loud in a silly voice, you earn  a +1 DAMAGE or +1 HEALING 
modifier to your roll with that card on that turn. If multiple cards are aected 
by your aack, the modifier only alies to the first aack.

To attack an oonent’s card, first declare which one of your cards is aacking which
other card. (For example, “Boots Bat is going to beat the butter out of Apebeard.”) 

STEP 1: ATTACK!

After this round, the game continues clockwise, starting with the player who placed
their card first. On each turn, take the following steps, in order:

NOTE: If more than one player reveals a card with the same hit points, each tied 
player rolls a die. Lowest roll places first. Highest roll winces in nervous anticipation.

To start a Squirmish, each player picks 
one of their cards and places it face 
down in front of them. Then everyone 
reveals their chosen cards at the same time. 
The player who revealed the pr, pathetic card 
with the lowest hit points goes first by placing it 
fface up in the center of the playing area. Going 
clockwise, each other player places their chosen
card adjacent (top, boom, left or right) to another
card until each player has a card placed in the Squirmish. 

HOW TO PLAY



NOTES:
• At most, a card can have FOUR adjacent cards, one on each side.
• You may have up to FIVE cards in play at a time.
• Insects have SIX legs. Spiders and centipedes are not insects. They arejust bugs.

TO PLACE A CARD YOU CAN EITHER:
• Set a card from your hand adjacent to another card in play, OR
• Replace a damage-fr card you already have in play with a card from your hand. 
  (Discard the replaced card in the discard pile.)

Before a card can fight, it must be placed in The Squirmish.

STEP 3: PLACE A CARD (OR MOVE), IF YOU WISH

NOTE: Any serious dispute over interpretation of a particular ability on a card 
should be resolved with rock-paper-sciors. Any silly disputes should be resolved 
by hiing each other with socks filled with jelly.

Read the cards and remember your abilities so you can use them at the 
aropriate time. If you forget to use an ability until after the turn it alies to 
has paed, it is t late to use it.

Group abilities are only activated when more than one member of that group is in play
(and they are activated even if the cards in play are controlled by dierent players).

Members of
The Society
of Slime

Some cards also have group abilities, which are similar to special abilities, but are 
aected by other group member cards in play. Group cards have a border color 
specific to that group, and the group abilities share this color. 

NOTE: Cards in play with weird abilities can be resolved by their owners even if they
are not involved in an aack. These abilities are so weird they even work in outer space!

Every card has a special ability listed on it. Special attacking abilities       haen 
on aack, defensive abilities       haen when defending against an aack, and 
weird abilities        haen when specified by the card. 

STEP 2: RESOLVE ANY ABILITIES



Any cards disconnected from the Squirmish by a 
knockout must be immediately re-aached to
any open card edge around the perimeter
of the Squirmish by its controlling player. 
If multiple cards are disconnected, 
re-aach starting with the cards
of the active playof the active player and go clockwise.

NOTES:
• You may aack your own cards but if you knock them out, they are discarded
  instead of going in your victory pile (unle a card says otherwise).
• CONSOLATION PRIZE: If your last card in play has bn KO’d and the game isn’t 
  over, you may immediately place a card from your hand anywhere in the Squirmish. 
  Then draw a new card. Fl beer now?
• You may • You may still resolve special abilities on cards in play before a card
  is oicially knocked out. Go down fighting!

If a card has hit counters equal to or greater than its hit points, it is knocked out
and goes into the aacker’s victory pile.

KNOCKOUT!

To end your turn, you may chse to draw the top card of the deck and a it to
your hand. You may have up to five cards in your hand at any time. If you have
more than five cards, you must discard one. After you draw a card, the next
player clockwise starts their turn.

STEP 4: DRAW A CARD, IF YOU WISH

If you chse not to place a card, you may instead move one of your cards. To move
a card, simply swap its position in The Squirmish with an adjacent card.
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Face your cards in play towards you, which is how you kp track of who controls 
them. Alternately, you can just smell your oonents on them.



SQUIRMISH™ is ©2016-2018 by Steven Stwalley
All rights reserved. www.squirmish.net 
This licensed edition ©2018 Gamewright, 
a division of Ceaco, Inc. All rights reserved.

Game designed and illustrated by Steven Stwalley.
He thanks his daughters Esther and Mitzi for
inspiration and assistance.

Squirmish represents a couple of firsts for us - it's the first game we've published
where the inventor is also its illustrator. It's also our first entry in the "card baling" 
arena. What makes Squirmish stand apart from the crowd is its unabashed sense of 
humor. From the cartnish cast of characters, to their o-ball abilities, to rules like
“shout a bale cry for extra points,” illustrator Steven Stwalley created a game that
zes with that rare one-two punch of silline and sophistication. The more you get to
know the charactknow the characters, the more you’ll want to come back for another round!

A WORD FROM GAMEWRIGHT

THE DEFENESTRATION VARIATION: For some different strategy, alter the
sequence of play to: 1: Draw a card, if you wish. 2: Place a card (or move), if you wish. 
3: ATTACK! 4: Resolve any abilities. Alternately, try playing standing on your heads.

NOTE: For a longer game,
play to 4 or 5 cards, or
cover the dice in molaes.

The first player with three cards in 
their victory pile wins the game!

WINNING THE GAME



HIT POINTS (HP) The number in the circle in
the uer left corner of all cards is the
card’s starting hit point count, which is also
the maximum number of hit points that card
can have. If a card has damage on it, it can’t
be replaced in play by the player controlling it.
IN PLIN PLAY Cards are in play when they are in
the Squirmish.
MODIFIERS Eects of special abilities or
special aacks that alter the results of an
aack (example: 2x DAMAGE).
MOVE When a card is moved, it changes
positions with another card in play. Cards
can only move to adjacent positions unlecan only move to adjacent positions unle
                                    an ability says otherwise.
                                NO EFFECT If a card 
                                    aacks and gets a result of 
                                    NO EFFECT, that aack does 
                                    no  damage or healing, and 
                                    any aack modifiers 
                                    are ignored.                                    are ignored.
                      PLACED A card is placed when a 
                        player takes it out of their hand
                      and puts it into the Squirmish.
REPLACED A card is replaced when a player 
chses to put a new card in the position of
a card they have in play that has no damage.
Replaced cards are discarded.Replaced cards are discarded.
RE-ROLL Ignore the results of a roll and
roll again.
ROUND The time from the beginning of a
player's turn to the beginning of their
next turn.
SPECIAL ABILITIES Abilities listed on a
card aftcard after its basic aack. These vary 
greatly, and are used at dierent times in 
the game depending on the ability.
SPECIAL ATTACK A named aack that
haens on high die rolls.

ACTIVE GROUPS Groups with two or more
of that group's cards in play (regardle of
who controls them.)
ADJACENT Cards that share edges to the
top, boom, left or right of another card. 
Diagonally located cards are not adjacent. 
MoMost cards can only aack adjacent cards.
BASIC ATTACK Each card has a basic 
aack at the top of the card which is
resolved by rolling a six-sided die and 
reading the results. Aacks can do damage
or heal, and often have other eects as well.
BATTLE CRY The quote at the boom of a
card. If said out loud in a funny voice the card. If said out loud in a funny voice the 
first time a card aacks, that card does 
+1 DAMAGE or +1 HEALING on one aack
on that turn.
CARD LIMIT Each player is limited
to five cards in play at a time.
DAMAGE Number of hit counters
aed to a card. These go againaed to a card. These go against
its hit point total.
GROUP ABILITY Group abilities are 
activated when more than one card of that
group is in play. (Note that this is true even
when the group cards are controlled by 
dierent players.)

GROUPS GROUPS Some cards are members of
groups, denoted by dierent color card 
borders unique to that group. Groups
will often be refeed to by acronyms on
that group's cards (example: SVC for the 
Spner Valley Cryptids group).

HAND Cards held by a player that have not
bn placed in the Squirmish. Hands are notbn placed in the Squirmish. Hands are not
generally shown to other players.

HEALING Number of hit counters a healing
aack removes from a card's hit point
count (up to a card's starting hit points).

TERMINOLOGY
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